Altered oscillatory alpha and theta networks in schizophrenia.
In the present study we used a simple visual evoked potential and a visual oddball paradigm to investigate alterations in the temporal integration of different frequency components such as alpha and theta oscillations in patients with schizophrenia. We found that neither the amplitude enhancement after stimulus onset nor the intertrial phase coherence was generally reduced in patients, but that the topography of the neural response was altered. While healthy controls elicited their maximum early alpha as well as late theta response over posterior electrode sites, the maximum response in patients was shifted to anterior electrode positions. This result was not found for the late theta response for targets as target processing was accompanied with frontal theta amplitude enhancement in healthy controls as well. The change of the topographical response pattern was mirrored by the intertrial phase coherence in both frequency bands. The findings imply that schizophrenia is related to multiple alterations in oscillatory networks. Even during simple tasks without high cognitive demands dysfunctional mechanisms of temporal and regional coordination appear to be of importance in schizophrenia.